Modern Magnetic Resonance Stimulation

Mechanisms of Action as Presented in the
Scientiic Literature

There have been in-home magnetic resonance stimulation (MRS) systems

✔ Improvement of energy balance

for about 20 years. This originated in Europe and is based on major scientiic discoveries and modern clinical research. The parameters of the
Earth’s magnetic ield produce the most positive health advantages of
electromagnetic ields for the body.
Research has proven that low energy pulsating ields within the frequency
range of “the biological window” (3-25 Hz), as well as the inner and outer
wave patterns of the Earth’s magnetic ield (7.83-11.79 Hz) can produce
remarkable positive changes within the body. Many systems available
worldwide for home use do not deliver electromagnetic signals within this
proven, low frequency range. In exploring this technology for your health

✔ More eficient blood circulation
✔ Enhanced oxygen transport

✔ Accelerated regeneration of sick tissues
✔ Faster, more complete bone healing

✔ Release of calcium for healthy cell membrane function

✔ Stimulation of neural cells and faster nerve cell healing

✔ Improved regeneration of ulcers, wounds and other tissues
✔ Relaxation of muscle

✔ Better luid exchange through the cell membrane for
complete cellular detoxiication

and the health of your family, insist upon true MRS!

ing a pulsating electromagnetic ield that matches the Earth’s magnetic

Therefore, potential therapeutic applications of
magnetic resonance stimulation include

ield, nearly all 75 trillion cells of the body can be stimulated into harmonic

✔ Pain reduction

The term “magnetic resonance stimulation” simply indicates that by apply-

resonance. As a result the powerful capacity within the cell membrane
increases and enables the cells to produce more energy. This energy
enhances the self-healing powers of the body.
The best MRS systems use an “organ clock.” That is, certain frequencies are
excluded, while other frequencies are delivered according to the biorhythm
of the human body. Blending natural frequencies with the body’s rhythms
ensures that all organs receive the most beneicial stimulation no matter what time an MRS session is applied. Furthermore, recent advances

✔ Restoring balance to functional disorders caused by toxic
environmental electrosmog

✔ Rehabilitation and mobilization after accidents or serious illness
✔ Prevention & Wellness with improved heart rate variability
✔ Improved circulation, oxygen utilization and detoxiication
✔ Enhancement mental wellbeing: lower stress, anxiety and
depression

✔ Improved immune system function

in MRS technology have made possible the use of built in sensors that
monitor the body’s responses,

Magnetic resonance stimulation offers a broad spectrum of beneits

dynamically

to human health with essentially no adverse reactions and very few

adjusting

the

frequencies according to the

contraindications.1

body’s individual needs. This

Consistent home use is strongly correlated with increased energy

guarantees that an MRS ses-

balance resulting from the integrated whole-body stimulation of the

sion delivers the best stimulation

immune metabolic, neurological, endocrine, circulatory and mus-

for optimal health.

culoskeletal systems. The result is increased energy and vitality,

People all over the world are discovering that magnetic resonance

improved sleep, less stress, and greater enjoyment in life.

stimulation is a very powerful and effective method of bringing
balance and energy to their lives.

The most advanced technology of MRS-devices enables the system
to “listen” to the body during an application. By evaluating and
monitoring the heart rate variability (HRV) the intelligent software
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adjusts the signals to dynamically and individually support optimal
balance of your body`s regulatory systems.
1 Contraindications include: epilepsy, pregnancy, and the presence of certain electronic
implants.
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History of Magnetic Field Therapy

The Earth’s magnetic ield and its effects on the body

More than 3500 years ago different ancient cultures used the healing power

In the popular media, the Earth’s magnetic ield is still presented as a dipole ield only. This

of magnets. During the Greco-Roman empire (when Aristotle and Hip-

ignores the latest research by Piontzik (2007), which clearly shows a separate, distinct mag-

pocrates were actively contributing to ancient wisdom) magnets were often

netic ield present in the ionosphere. The carrier frequency of the terrestrial dipole ield of

used to heal different illnesses. In the ancient civilizations of Central and

the earth measures 11.79 Hz at the North and South poles, and 11.75 Hz at the Equator. The

North America the mystic and medical importance of magnetic ield therapy

frequency of magnetic waves in the ionosphere, called Schumann waves, is 7.83 Hz. These

was well known.

two sources of magnetic energy have been present since life began on Earth about 5 million

Early clinical studies on electromagnetic ields were conducted in the

years ago. All of life has evolved and been sustained within these ields. Evidence suggests
that human beings need this magnetic ield to survive.

1960s in Russia and Japan. Beginning in 1973 the beneicial effects

Nobel Prize winner, physicist, philosopher and author Albert Einstein stated: “Look deep into

of time-varying low energy magnetic

nature, and then you will understand everything better.”

ields were documented with increasing frequency in North America.
In 1982, working from Columbia
University School of Medicine Dr.

Physicists tell us there are 4 fundamental forces in the universe: gravity, strong force, weak
force, and electromagnetism. Of these four fundamental forces, only electromagnetism permeates the cells comprising all life forms. Naturally-occurring frequencies and intensities of
electromagnetism are essential for all human beings, plants and animals to survive on earth.

Andrew Bassett published a series
of 4 articles on the positive effects
of pulsating electromagnetic ields

Einstein

for non-healing bone fractures in 3
well-known North American medical
journals.

In 1975 W.R. Adey and S.M. Bawin conducted research on the response of brain tissue to

In the decades to follow there has

electromagnetic ields. They found that the brain cells were responsive only to electromagnetic

been an explosion in scientiic research pertaining to pulsating electromag-

ields within a certain frequency range (3-25 Hz).2 This frequency range has been coined the

netic ields. Today there are many thousands of research articles in scientiic

“biological window” or the “Adey Window.” Based on this principle, it seems that humans and

journals worldwide. Magnetic ield therapy is considered safe and effective
for a wide variety of health conditions.

animals react positively to certain “waves” while other frequencies have no effect, or even disturb normal cellular functions. These non-biological frequencies are commonly referred to as
“Electrosmog.” Compared with Adey’s natural biological window of 3-25 Hz, most households
use electricity at 50-60 Hz - not within the biological window. Furthermore, typical cell phones
use 800-1900 MHz - deinitely not within the biological windowof health! The August 2009
issue of Pathophysiology conirms that such frequencies produce long-term ill health.
2 Bawin SM, Adey RW. Sensitivity of calcium binding in cerebral tissues to weak environmental electric ields oscillating

at low frequency. Proc Natl Acad Sci USA 1976, 73:1999-2003.

In addition to the “biological window” of ideal frequency range, there also appear to be
naturally occurring intensities (or ield strengths) of the magnetic ield that positively inluence
the health of living tissues. The intensity of the Earth’s magnetic ield is between 26-66
micro-Tesla (2007), depending on geographic location. This “window” of intensities seems to
be most compatible and conducive to human and animal life; the Earth’s magnetic ield has
enabled life to persist as it has for millennia.

